CAMBRIDGESHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
High Street, Ivy Field, Great Close, Mailes Close & Cottage Farm Court, Barton

(TEMPORARY PROVISION RESTRICTING THE SPEED OF VEHICLES –
TEMPORARY 20MPH SPEED LIMIT)

ORDER 2020/C19-012

WHEREAS Cambridgeshire County Council ("the Council") being the Traffic Authority for the highway known as High Street, Ivy Field, Great Close, Mailes Close & Cottage Farm Court, Barton in Cambridgeshire are satisfied that the use of the said highway should be restricted between A603 Wimpole Road and B1046 Comberton Road by reason of the reallocation of roadspace to support social distancing and continued modal shift due to the Coronavirus emergency.

NOW THEREFORE, the Council in exercise of the powers conferred by the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 as amended by the Road Traffic (Temporary Restrictions) Act 1991 and of all other enabling powers hereby make the following Order:-

1. No person shall cause any vehicle to proceed at speeds in excess of 20MPH along so much of High Street, Ivy Field, Great Close, Mailes Close & Cottage Farm Court, Barton lies between A603 Wimpole Road and B1046 Comberton Road.

2. During the period this Order remains in force The County of Cambridge (Built up Areas) (No. 1) Order 1956 - 3. High Street, from it junction with the Cambridge-Potton-Bedford Road (Route A.603) for a distance of 746 yards in a north-westerly directions to its junction with the Barton-Bourn-Eynesbury Road (Route B.1046) is hereby suspended insofar as it affects High Street, Ivy Field, Great Close, Mailes Close & Cottage Farm Court, Barton as lies between its junctions with A603 Wimpole Road and B1046 Comberton Road

3. This Order shall come into operation on the 17 August and may be cited as:-

Cambridgeshire County Council
High Street, Ivy Field, Great Close, Mailes Close & Cottage Farm Court, Barton
(Temporary Provision Restricting the Speed of Vehicles –
Temporary 20MPH Speed Limit)
Order 2020/C19-012

4. It shall cease to have effect when the measures are no longer required or on 16 February 2022 whichever is the earlier.

5. The Order shall not apply to any member of the Police Force, Fire and Rescue Service, Ambulance Service, a vehicle being used by Special Forces during the execution of their duties or to any person acting with the permission or upon the direction of a Police Officer in uniform.

THE COMMON SEAL of CAMBRIDGESHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL was hereunto affixed this 12 August 2020 in the presence of:-

[Signature]

[Stamp]